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Top 10 Quietest Vehicles on the Road Today 

 

Thursday, March 30, 2023. 

Understanding the Components of a Quiet Car 

A quiet car can provide a serene driving experience by minimizing noise, vibration, and 

harshness. These components can come from various sources, including the wheels 

and tires, windows, doors, body panels, engine, and transmission. To achieve a quiet 

ride, automakers focus on factors such as Noise/Vibration/Harshness (NVH), which can 

make all the difference in the driving experience. 

Low-profile and run-flat tires, while convenient, can create harsh vibrations that disrupt 

the cabin's tranquility. Thick windows, well-insulated doors, and body panels can help 

eliminate road and wind noise. Meanwhile, engines and transmissions can emit noise, 

which can be reduced through sound-deadening measures. Combining all these factors 

results in a car that's not only comfortable but also quiet. 

Quietest Cars on the Road 

Modern cars are much quieter than their 

predecessors, thanks to improved insulation and 

sound-deadening technologies. Luxury 

automakers have long prioritized NVH, and now 

non-luxury brands are following suit. Electric 

vehicles, by their very nature, are extremely quiet, 

which has resulted in regulations requiring EVs 

and hybrids running on electric mode to emit 

some form of white noise. 

Leading the list of the quietest cars on the road are the RAM 1500 and Jeep Grand 

Wagoneer. The RAM 1500 offers an exceptionally quiet cabin, particularly in its upper 

trims, which feature first-rate materials covering every surface and excellent insulation 

to block out road and wind noise. Even the more affordable models offer an upscale 

environment. The Jeep Grand Wagoneer's spacious cabin also blocks out significant 

amounts of road and wind noise, making for a peaceful driving experience. 
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Other vehicles that make the list of the quietest cars on the road include EVs and 

conventionally powered vehicles. Factors such as tire and engine noise, as well as 

insulation and sound-deadening measures, determine a car's noise level. By prioritizing 

NVH, automakers can create vehicles that provide a serene driving experience, making 

for a more enjoyable ride for everyone in the cabin. Check here for the full list of the 

top 10 quietest vehicles on the road today: 

Rank Year Make Model Interior Score 

1 2023 Ram 1500 9.2/10 

2 2023 Jeep Grand Wagoneer 9.0/10 

3 2023 Genesis G90 8.8/10 

4 2023 Cadillac Escalade 8.8/10 

5 2023 Mercedes-Benz EQS Sedan 8.5/10 

6 2023 Mercedes-Benz S-Class 8.5/10 

7 2023 Chrysler Pacifica Hybrid 8.5/10 

8 2023 BMW i7 8.4/10 

9 2023 Buick Enclave 8.4/10 

10 2023 Honda Accord Hybrid 7.9/10 
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